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Introduction
At ExCeL London, amazing things
happen every day – and the events
we host are thriving. People come
here in their millions to expand
networks, exchange knowledge,
grow businesses, launch ideas and
be entertained. We know that the
things happening under our roof are
driving positive global, political and
socioeconomic change.
We are passionate about creating our
own meaningful and inspiring legacy. We
want to uphold values that support our
neighbours and the London Borough of
Newham, ensuring that we have a positive
impact on both our local community and
the world around us.
The ExCeL legacy forms an important
part of our strategy and to that end, we
are proud to present this annual report,
detailing our key achievements during
2019.
Our strategy focuses on four key areas,
which we have aligned with the Mayor
of London’s environment strategy and
the UN Global Impact principles. This
includes reducing waste, increasing energy
efficiency to reduce carbon emissions,
delivering more sustainable food choices
and supporting our local community.
ExCeL is committed to tackling the
challenges of climate change and

operating as a responsible business. I am
proud that during 2020, we will switch 100 per
cent of our electricity supply to come from
renewable sources, while our gas supply will
be carbon offset, as we work towards helping
the Mayor achieve his target of London being
carbon neutral by 2050.
Another key environmental initiative last year
led to us significantly reducing the amount
of single-use plastic within the venue. New
water fountains and a #NoPlastic campaign
- including steps to ban plastic wherever
possible - saw over 200,000 bottles of water
refilled and reused.
I’m also proud that, again, none of our waste
went to landfill.
We have continued to focus our efforts on
the issues impacting our community. We
have worked with organisations including
Community Food Enterprise (CFE) and Bonny
Downs, to address the increasing need for food
donations across Newham.
Our support for The Newham All Stars Sports
Academy (NASSA), who inspire young people
to ‘carry a basketball, not a blade’, developing
their social skills and avoiding antisocial
behaviour, has continued.
We have embarked on new partnerships with
Richard House Children’s Hospice, helping it to
provide vital support for terminally ill children
and their families, and the London Academy of
Excellence, supporting its efforts to increase

opportunities and prospects for aspiring,
young students.
Our vision is to be the home of world leading
events, hosting events that matter for people
who care. In 2019, we hosted over 400 events,
welcoming four million guests and 40,000
exhibiting companies, from every corner of
the globe. Events hosted with us ranged from
award-winning exhibitions and corporate
brand showcases to international association
meetings, exams and religious celebrations.
Each year, what happens at ExCeL generates
£4.5bn in economic impact for London, drives
25 per cent of the capital’s inbound business
tourists and supports 37,600 jobs. We’re
extremely proud of our economic impact.
But our journey is ongoing. We are always
looking for ways to make changes to our
strategies that increase the positive impact we
have on the community and world around us.
If you have ideas or suggestions that you
would like to share, I would encourage you to
get in touch. Please send your feedback to:
marketing@excel.london

Jeremy Rees
CEO, ExCeL London
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Working together:
aligning strategies
and targets
We are committed to ensuring that we have a positive
impact on both our neighbours and the wider world. But
we understand that for our contribution towards this to
be successful, we cannot work in isolation. That is why our
own legacy strategy is closely aligned with local and global
communities, the Mayor of London’s environmental strategy
and the UN Global Compact. This ensures that what we do
is aligned with what the rest of the world is doing, creating a
cumulative impact.

Working with stakeholders in London
The Mayor of London is taking a range of
actions to improve the environment, setting
London on the path to create a better future.
The state of London’s environment affects
everyone who lives in and visits the city –
it helps Londoners to stay healthy, makes
London a good place to work and keeps the
city functioning from day to day.
ExCeL London is committed to supporting the
Mayor’s strategy and targets, with a particular

focus on these aspects:
– London Zero Carbon: 60 per cent
reduction by 2030 / zero carbon by 2050
– London Zero Waste – 75 per cent recycling
by 2025 / reduce food waste by 20 per
cent by 2025
– London Cares - customer engagement –
every individual can make a difference
ExCeL’s legacy strategy and the initiatives
we have in place are already making positive
contributions towards these targets, as this
annual report shows.

ExCeL joined the UN Global Compact
in August 2007
The United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals are a universal action plan for
“transforming our world”. The 17 SDGs – or
Global Goals – aim to end poverty, protect
the planet and ensure prosperity for all:
for the generation of today and the future.
Meeting them will require action by everyone:
governments, businesses and citizens. The ten
principles of the UN Global Compact help to
guide ExCeL’s policies.

then pursue opportunities to solve societal
challenges, innovatively and collaboratively,
by incorporating the ten principles of the UN
Global Compact widely into strategies and
operations. The Ten Principles of the United
Nations Global Compact are derived from the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Labour Organization’s Declaration
on Fundamental Principles and Rights at
Work, the Rio Declaration on Environment
and Development and the United Nations
Convention Against Corruption.

Any company can contribute to the Global
Goals. The UN Global Compact asks
companies to first do business responsibly and

The principles are listed here and have become
fully embedded in ExCeL’s corporate social
purpose. This report touches on all of these
principles.

Human Rights

Environment

Principle 1:
Support and respect the protection of
internationally proclaimed human rights.
Principle 2:
Not complicit in human rights abuses.

Principle 7:
Support a precautionary approach to
environmental challenges.
Principle 8:
Undertake initiatives to promote greater
environmental responsibility.
Principle 9:
Encourage the development and diffusion of
environmentally friendly technologies.

Labour
Principle 3:
Freedom of association and the effective
recognition of the right to collective
bargaining.
Principle 4:
Elimination of all forms of forced and
compulsory labour.
Principle 5:
Effective abolition of child labour.
Principle 6:
Elimination of discrimination in respect of
employment and occupation.

Anti-Corruption
Principle 10:
Work against corruption in all its forms,
including extortion and bribery.
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We are determined to ensure that ExCeL London delivers
on event objectives but with minimal impact on the
environment. To do this, we focus our efforts into using
resources efficiently and reducing waste.
These efforts support our certification to ISO14001 and
ISO20121, which require ExCeL to minimise the use of
resources, including water and power.

In 2019, ExCeL
agreed a new
contract which will
see 100 per cent
of its electricity
supply come from
renewable sources.

In 2019, around
200,000 fewer plastic
bottles were used
in ExCeL thanks to
new water fountains
enabling visitors to
refill their own bottles.
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Being more
efficient with
our resources
Energy efficiency and reducing
carbon emissions.
It’s clear that everyone has a role to play in reducing
carbon emissions. This can be done through
innovation and by being smarter and more efficient
with energy. Our work on this includes:

Installing a living wall on the pedestrian approach to
ExCeL from Custom House DLR station. It has over
9,500 plants that remove air pollutants, improve
biodiversity, produce oxygen and decrease noise.
This was launched in October 2019.

From October 2020, 100per cent of our electricity supply will be from renewable sources

Over the last five years, we have
replaced our light fittings with
LED eco-friendly lighting. This
has resulted in a 70 per cent
energy saving per fitting. Since the
programme started, we have reduced
energy consumption by 22 per cent.
From October 2020, 100 per cent
of our electricity supply will be from
renewable sources while all gas
supplied will be carbon offset using
UN credits - further reducing the
venue’s environmental impact.

Water: a precious
resource
We use waterless urinals, which
save over 16 million litres of
water every year. That equates
to over 328 million litres of water,
since ExCeL opened in 2000.
Pressure taps are also used in all
washrooms to ensure that water usage
is kept to a minimum.
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Reducing waste
The scourge of single-use plastic has been
brought sharply into focus over the last two
years – as has the urgent need for all of us
to recycle, repurpose and reuse our waste.
At ExCeL we have a zero waste-to-landfill
policy. Over half our waste is recycled whilst
the rest is used to create renewable energy.

Over half our waste is recycled whilst the rest is used to create renewable energy
Sustainable food choices
What we eat and where it comes from
is a key consideration for most people.
Other initiatives that help reduce waste are:

We are home to the UK’s largest
commercial wormery, which
recycles vegetable waste from our
kitchens, generating over a ton of
fertiliser for green spaces around
ExCeL in 2019.

Surplus food and furniture,
from events, is donated to CFE
(Community Food Enterprise),
who share these items with local
community projects throughout
the London Borough of Newham.

A #NoPlastic campaign outlined
our commitment to reducing
single-use plastic waste. The
campaign reduced the number
of plastic bottles by more than
200,000 in 2019.

Harnessing the culinary innovation
of our hospitality partner
ExCeL London Hospitality,
where possible, we repurpose
ingredients. For example, leftover
bread and sandwiches are used
to make toast beer. Our goal is to
reduce our food waste by 20 per
cent by the end of 2020.

Other initiatives to reduce the use
of plastic have included installing
water fountains, removing plastic
straws from point-of-sale and
introducing discounts for visitors
with reusable cups.

Used vegetable oil is collected
from our kitchens and converted
to biofuel.

Food is at the heart of events at ExCeL,
fuelling visitors and delegates for productive
and engaging experiences. We are working
closely with ExCeL London Hospitality to
improve the nutritional value of our offer,
meet diversity and reduce the impact on the
environment:
– Red meat is no longer promoted on our
hospitality menus. In 2020 the target is to
reduce red meat consumption at ExCeL by
50 per cent.
– 25 per cent of menus are plant-based for
vegan or vegetarian diets.
– The menus use a minimum of 80 per cent
British seasonal fruit and vegetables. If it
comes on a plane, we won’t use it!
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ExCeL is proud to support a number of Newhambased charities — all of which undertake vital and
inspirational work in our neighbouring community.
In this section, we take a look at the organisations
we’re partnering with and the local initiatives we’ve
been working.

“On behalf of the school, I would like
to extend my sincere thanks to ExCeL
London for its generous support which
will enable LAE to further extend and
enrich the opportunities that we are able
to provide to students.”
Scott Baker, Headmaster, London Academy of Excellence, one of
the schools in Newham that ExCeL London has partnered with.
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Newham All Star
Sports Academy
An award-winning charity harnessing the
power of sport to make a real difference.
A thudding beat of basketballs drumming the ground, the melodic
cheers and shouts of young voices, the squeaking of dozens of
rubber soles shifting across varnished wooden floors and the
brief, suspense-inducing whoosh as balls tumble through nets and
baskets are scored…
Almost every night, this cacophony of noise fills the University of
East London’s sports halls.
It is the unmistakable sound of Newham All Stars Sports Academy
– a basketball club home to almost 100 Newham youngsters.
And the conductor of this orchestral fervour? Natasha Hart MBE.
But this isn’t just the sound of an ordinary basketball club that she
incepted – almost by accident – 15 years ago. This is the tune of a
family: the creation of sounds as powerful and life affirming as a
ballad; an award-winning organisation which is transforming young
lives in Newham through basketball and through initiatives like
Carry a Basketball Not a Blade (CABNAB).
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How does ExCeL support?

New website and brand

“ExCeL does a huge amount to support
NASSA. It sponsors the club with a yearly
financial contribution, which we put towards
the costs of running the club. Jeremy Rees, the
CEO, has been providing me with invaluable
mentoring and he has also recently established
an advisory board which I am confident will
help take NASSA to the next level. I am grateful
for their long-term support.”

Integral, one of ExCeL London’s design
and digital agency partners, has been
working on a new website for NASSA.
The site will go live in the first quarter
of this year, offering the sports charity
a brilliant new platform on which to
promote all of its success and good
work in Newham. Integral has designed
and developed the site, including a
brand refresh, for NASSA without
charge, while ExCeL has also made a
contributed to funding the work.

Natasha Hart, CEO, NASSA

“I was just a mother who took her
children to the park.”
What is NASSA?
“NASSA is not just a sports club. It’s so much
more. It’s a family,” says Natasha. And more
than that, it’s an organisation which started
with family, when in 2005 Natasha took her
sons to Balaam Park for impromptu basketball
sessions.
When they started inviting their friends, the
sessions swelled and within weeks, Natasha
was leading nearly 30 local youngsters
between the ages of eight and 16.
It became apparent that this presented an
opportunity to affect some social change
through sport.
With the need to find and fund the use of an
indoor facility, Natasha decided to establish
NASSA as a charity – with just £20 spare to
open a new bank account.
Since then, NASSA has won Charity of the Year
at the 2014 Charity Awards, among a string
of other charity and social change awards. In
2014, it also became the first organisation in
Newham to receive a prestigious Metropolitan
Police award.

On the court, the club has won more than 16
National League titles.
In 2015, Natasha was made a Member of the
British Empire by the Queen, in recognition
for her work with NASSA and in 2012, she was
invited to carry the Olympic Torch, shortly
prior to the London games.
“I was just a mother who took her children
to the park,” Natasha said. “I never imagined
anything like this would happen.”
Today, the charity’s aim is to build ambitious,
successful and responsible young adults and
provide a real alternative to engaging in antisocial behaviour – all through the medium
of basketball. It provides extra-curricular
school training clubs, a Saturday Academy,
a Highflyers Developmental Programme, a
volunteer programme, opportunities to gain
coaching qualifications and NVQs, a summer
scheme, holiday clubs and outreach work in
local parks.

The people behind the club
Youngsters at NASSA benefit
from an array of opportunities,
both on and off the court. One
of those is Shaneeka MurraySinclair, aged 14, who lives in
Newham:
“We came here on a trip,” she
explained. “Natasha said you’re
pretty good at basketball and
now I attend three times a week.
“I love the diversity - there are
so many people of different ages
and we get to know so many

different people. We have lots
of girls playing. Not only is it a
good way to relax, I feel like I can
express myself.
“It’s a great way of getting young
people off the streets. And it’s
definitely having a very positive
impact.”
Shaneeka’s school is also very
involved with the club – and is
hugely supportive of the work
that Shaneeka is doing with the
club – which involves being on
the advisory board, chaired by
Jeremy Rees.

Coaches and volunteers
While the club’s young people are its lifeblood, NASSA wouldn’t exist were it
not for its coaches and volunteers. One of those volunteers is Framaz Dar, a
father of two from Newham.
He came to be involved five years ago, through his sons. He is a coach, club
secretary and administrator.
He said: “My boys have really benefited from the club; it’s helped them get
through hurdles. They have won awards and undertaken work experience. They
have done some coaching and have found a great life/work balance.
“I help to ensure that the new boys and girls benefit as much as my boys have.”
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One of NASSA’s flagship initiatives is CABNAB –
Carry A Basketball Not A Blade. Here, in his own
words, Anthony Okereafor explains the programme.
“When I was 17, one of my friends died because he was stabbed. I was
playing basketball and he was ringing. I didn’t answer and came back
to the news that he had died. He wouldn’t have been where he was if he
was playing basketball with me,” says Anthony Okereafor.
This tragic moment was a huge turning point for a Newham teenager
who had been in gangs, carried a knife and had run-ins with the law. “It
got me thinking,” Anthony continues, “’what can you do to change this?’.
It was bad when I was growing up.”
From the ashes of this particular tragedy, rose a phoenix of hope – and it
has come in the form of basketball, Anthony’s own saving grace. Anthony
and NASSA have been holding basketball sessions which have taken kids
off the streets, diverted them from a path towards gang culture and got
them thinking in a different way.
It’s an initiative, supported by Natasha, which has won several awards
and in 2015, saw Anthony named the Prime Minister’s UK Points of Light
in recognition of outstanding volunteering in 2015.

“It got me thinking, what can you do to change this.”
In 2016, there were no young lives lost to knife crime in Newham –
showing the contribution that CABNAB has had in the borough.
Anthony, now 28, explains: “I’ve used the power of sport to educate
young people and since we started CABNAB, I have probably shaken
hands with 100,000 kids [who have come through the sessions].
“It’s still a work in progress. This is a problem that is forever going to
exist. It’s more about how much can we do to reduce the problem. “

Anthony is keen to draw the
parallels between the impulsive
decisions that we make in life, often
when emotions are heightened, and
the need to act and think quickly
in basketball – considering, in
both contexts, the consequences:
“Something has to happen in
basketball every 24 seconds. You
must own the moment in this sport:
you must show integrity, judgement
and leadership.
“What people need to understand
is that sometimes you need to think
about how actions of now, are going
to affect you in the future. We make
irrational decisions, and quite of the
time wonder what we might have
changed or done differently. There
are other ways of taking out our
frustrations.”
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Community Food
Enterprise
An award-winning social enterprise
food business and a registered charity,
rooted in East London, founded in
2002 and helping to tackle food
poverty in Newham.
Newham’s struggles with poverty and
homelessness are well documented and while
the situation has reportedly improved in the
last 10 years, the problems loom large in East
London.
When he moved to the borough, Eric Samuel,
the CEO of Community Food Enterprise
(CFE), was writing a theology dissertation.
Coincidentally, he had decided to write it on
poverty. But his previous visits to Newham,
to see his family who had moved to the area
earlier, hadn’t exposed him to the extent of the
problem in the area.
“I had no idea that Newham was so deprived.
I was really shocked at how bad it was,” says
Eric, who was inspired to spark change soon
after moving to Cranberry Lane. But this
wasn’t to be a case of just feeding those in
need, it would be about feeding those with the
healthy food they needed.
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Eric said: “People in Cranberry Lane had little
or no access to shops. So I decided to set up a
food co-operative in the community centre. I
would jump in my car, go to Spitalfields Market
and bring back loads of fresh fruit and veg, to
allow people in the community to access these
healthy foods.”
And from there, Eric’s food co-operative
initiative bloomed: “Within a short time, we
had a network of co-operatives, 22 in Newham
– we were empowering residents and local
people.” This included community centres and
schools, where Eric’s fresh fruit and veg was
having a hugely positive impact on the lives of
Newham children.
This thriving social enterprise was being fuelled
by the introduction of funding from the West
Ham & Plaistow New Deals for Community
(NDC) which helped drive its development.
But when the recession of 2008 struck, it
meant the food co-operative needed to be reevaluated and restructured.
Eric said: “Things were getting difficult and
other local organisations were going under,
but we knew we had a role to play, with the
infrastructure that we had. The work we were
doing in schools was essential, but it was clear
their funding was running out, too.”
By 2012 CFE was using its logistics

“CFE is my ministry, and we spread so much good this way.”

How does ExCeL support?
We support this fantastic organisation in a number of ways:
- We make an annual donation to CFE.
- Our catering partner, ExCeL London Hospitality, donates surplus food regularly.
- Each year, the team holds a Christmas collection of food, toys, clothing and other
items, which CFE distributes throughout Newham.
- We work with event organisers to donate other surplus food products or items,
such as merchandise from exhibitors.
- We also buy fresh fruit from CFE to provide ExCeL staff with a healthy snack.

85

10K

5K

10

CFE delivers to
over 85 community
projects in East
London

CFE feeds 10,000
people per month

It delivers 5,000kgs
of food each month

It currently relies
on around 10 active
volunteers, but is on
the look out for more

infrastructure to continue its community
support service, which offers services such as
food co-ops, providing quality fruit and veg
at affordable prices. It now delivers to over
85 different community projects, including
breakfast and lunch Clubs, foodbanks, soup
kitchens, asylum seeker projects and homeless
shelters – in essence, ensuring food gets to
some of Newham’s most vulnerable people.
This work continues today, acquiring
surplus food from supermarkets, catering
companies and other organisations – as well
as other goods like donated toys or products
confiscated from passengers at London City
Airport.
Finance manager Afzal Hussein, who has been
with the organisation for 10 years, feels CFE
is more relevant now than it has ever been:
“Over Christmas, when we deliver to women
and children who have arrived in the UK with
nothing, and we lay down the presents and the
food, the kids go straight for the food, rather
than the presents. It shows just how bad things
are. I run around after my son to get him to eat.
But here you have desperate children running
towards food over presents. In the society
we’re used to, that doesn’t happen. It’s really
moving.”

Eric’s innovative, educational approach to
tackling poverty in Newham hasn’t gone
without reward. He fondly recalls a 15-minute
conversation with the Queen when she visited
Tate & Lyle in 2008. He was awarded an MBE
in 2006 and was crowned UK volunteer of the
year in 2002.
It’s almost 20 years since he moved to
Newham and the proof of his success is in the
numbers: CFE feeds around 10,000 people per
month, delivering 5,000 kilos of food across
East London.
Where would those people be without the
work of his organisation now?
“We have to carry on,” he says – noting the
support he gets from local businesses, like
ExCeL London who support through financial
donations and surplus food. “I’m here seven
days a week, even when I should be in church!
“I’m an ordained minister. But I don’t feel like
I need a ministry. CFE is my ministry, and we
spread so much good this way.”
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London City Airport’s
STEM Day

London Academy of
Excellence

Working with our neighbours to help
the careers of Newham youngsters to
take flight.

A launchpad for Newham’s most gifted
young people.
Found in an unassuming block, formerly
home to Newham Council, nestled within the
labyrinth of regeneration in Stratford is one of
the UK’s best 16 – 18 schools.
This school is the London Academy of
Excellence (LAE) and its rise to the top has
been rapid.

For the second year running, over 450 East
London pupils, aged 14-16, from 22 different
schools assembled at ExCeL London for
London City Airport’s fourth annual ‘STEM in
Aviation Day’.
The main theme of the event this year was
‘Future of Flight’, with the aim to inspire
the next generation of innovators and
entrepreneurs in the advancements that
are shaping the aviation industry – from
sustainable fuels to Artificial Intelligence (AI).
There continues to be a complex challenge
in encouraging the education pipeline to
produce enough people with the right science,
technology, engineering and maths (STEM)
skills for aviation and many other sectors.
A range of companies at the cutting edge of
the aviation industry, including British Airways,
Cranfield University, London City Airport
and Widerøe, hosted sessions for the pupils,
showcasing how important STEM-based skills
are to the future of the sector.

The school groups also faced an aviationthemed STEM challenge where they were
tasked with developing concepts for a
project to deliver the ‘future of flight’ airport
Departure Lounge, selecting sustainable
infrastructure and equipment. The most
successful group of eight pupils, from The
Sydney Russell School in Dagenham, won a trip
to Farnborough International Air Show 2020
and Westfield shopping vouchers. Caroline
Grange, General Counsel of ExCeL London, sat
on the judging panel.
ExCeL provides complementary space for
this event, which is organised by London City
Airport.

LAE opened in 2012 and has sought to present
far greater opportunity for the London
Borough of Newham’s young people to get
into the UK’s top universities. As part of its
core focus on promoting social mobility
through education, the school prioritises offers
of places to students eligible for free school
meals.
Last year, it was named as the highest
achieving mainstream sixth form provider
in the whole of the UK in the Sunday Times’
‘Parent Power 2020’. The 2019 Good Schools
Guide also described it as an “inspirational
school” and it is currently rated ‘outstanding’
by Ofsted.

As part of its ongoing efforts to give back
to and invest in the local community, ExCeL
London has contributed to support the
academy’s Hardship and Opportunities Fund
and assist with funding for visits that raise
aspirations among students.
Scott Baker, Headmaster at the London
Academy of Excellence, said: “On behalf of
the school, I would like to extend my sincere
thanks to ExCel London for its generous
support which will enable LAE to further
extend and enrich the opportunities that we
are able to provide to students.”
Jeremy Rees, CEO, ExCeL London, said: “I
am really proud that we have been able to
partner with LAE and contribute towards
helping this inspirational sixth form centre’s
aims. It is excellent that LAE is leading the
way in Newham to ensure that the borough’s
youngsters have access and opportunity to
attend the UK’s top universities.”
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Richard House Children’s Hospice
Two decades on, a nurse’s vision of
creating a safe sanctuary for children
with life-limiting illnesses is a reality.
When Anthea Hare, a former night-duty nurse
at Royal London, Whitechapel, set about
creating a place of safety and sanctuary for
families and children with life-limiting illnesses,
she said: “I wish for Richard House to be
a beacon of light in a very troubled world.
However we change or move our work forward
into the future, staying a beacon of light will
never change.”
That was in the year 2000. Two decades on,
Richard House Children’s Hospice – the first
children’s hospice in London – is a beacon of
light for hundreds of families in east and north
London, and Anthea’s vision is a reality.
The hospice, just a short walk from Prince
Regent DLR station, which serves ExCeL
London’s East Entrance, cares for children
with life-limiting illnesses from birth through to
20-years-old. These conditions are often very
complex, and often extremely rare, meaning
diagnosis, treatment and prognosis can be
challenging.
Richard House Children’s Hospice supports the
child and all members of the family to ensure
everyone can have the happiest lives possible
and make the most of their time together.
Among the 300 plus children and families that
the hospice is currently caring for is five-yearold Joshua Ossoulo. He has a mitochondrial
related disorder, which hasn’t yet been formally
named.
He, his mum Alberta, dad Ange and brother
Jonathan benefit from the services offered by
the hospice.
This young star switched on the ExCeL London
Christmas tree lights in December, as members
of the Newham community came together at
the venue to kick start this year’s festivities
He was joined by family, friends and staff from

both Richard House Children’s Hospice and
ExCeL, as he lit up the venue’s 20ft tree.
The ceremony marked not just the start of
Christmas at ExCeL but of a new partnership
with the hospice.
ExCeL is proud to support this amazing local
charity as part of its bid to give back to the
community and leave a lasting legacy.
“Each year we need to raise £3.5million in
order to continue our vital work,” says Chris
Baker, CEO, Richard House Children’s Hospice.
“That’s why partnerships like this one with
ExCeL are so important to us. This occasion,
with Joshua and his family switching on the
lights at the venue was a heart-warming way of
beginning this new partnership – which I can’t
wait to take forward with the ExCeL team.”
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The big switch on

Hope for Newham

Switching on the Christmas tree
lights is one of the most enjoyable
moments of the festive season.

This year, we started a new initiative
with local charity Hope for Newham.

We sponsor the switch-on at Custom
House Library to ensure that all local
residents, young and old alike, can enjoy
this event, with festive music and activities
to bring the community together.

This enables us to donate unwanted lost
property including jackets, coats, scarfs,
shoes, trousers, and jumpers to local
homeless shelters.

On your marks,
get set, bake!
We’ve hosted several cake
bakes throughout the year,
to raise money for charities
championed by our team.
The staff at ExCeL have baked,
faked and eaten cake for good
causes including The Royal
British Legion, The Alzheimer’s
Society, Comic Relief and
Macmillan Cancer Support,
raising over £700.

Events for Namuwongo / Hope for Children
Events for Namuwongo (EFN) is a network of event industry
companies who support life changing work with vulnerable
children in the slum of Namuwongo, Uganda.
We provide complimentary meeting space to allow EFN to host workshops
and seminars, as well as making a financial contribution towards their work.

Sticky Wicket
Each year we enter a team
into Sticky Wicket, an industry
cricket match that takes place in
aid of the Lord’s Taverners.
The 2019 event raised £49,000 to
give disadvantaged and disabled
young people a sporting chance.
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Bonny Downs
Bonny Downs is a local
community association which
provides a weekly lunch for
homeless and deprived people.
This year, in partnership with ExCeL
London Hospitality, we served full
Christmas lunch, with all the trimmings
to 70 people. In addition, the ExCeL
team donated food, warm clothes,
toiletries and Christmas presents.

Christmas
Jumper Day

Every December, the ExCeL team ‘make the world
better with a sweater.’
Alongside businesses and schools across the UK, we don our
daftest woolies to raise funds for Save the Children; who bring
essential food, healthcare, education and protection to millions
of young people around the world.

Meeting
Needs

Meeting Needs is a charity founded
by leading figures in the UK
conference and events industry.
We provide an annual donation, which goes
towards supporting projects which receive
little government funding and aim to relieve
hardship and poverty in the UK and around
the world.
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Our success is made possible by the people who work
here. The passion, expertise and professionalism of
the ExCeL team are what make this a great business.
And that’s why people are our most important asset.

“We’re extremely proud of our economic
impact and to support 37,600 jobs in the
capital. Our core team is 200 strong, but
we are grateful for the roles played by
thousands of people in making ExCeL a
leading venue and London the greatest
host city in the world.”
Jeremy Rees, CEO, ExCeL London
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Our culture

Looking after our people

As a team, we are constantly evolving
to deliver great guest experiences,
every day.

As we strive for success, it’s our
promise to invest in our people and
provide a range of benefits designed to
support everyone individually.

Key to this is giving employees a voice so that
they play an active role in making sure we keep
pace with changes in technology and societal
expectations.
We are focussed on aligning people and
technology in our drive to deliver the best
guest experiences and be more sustainable.
This is underpinned by our ways of working,
which are:
– We communicate openly
– We are one team
– We value, respect and understand each
other
– We take pride in what we do
– We are trusted to make decisions
– We innovate for tomorrow and the future

We offer a comprehensive benefits package
to our employees to reward their service,
including:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Generous workplace pension plan
Life insurance
Private medical insurance
On-site wellness check
Complimentary flu shots
On-site gym
Employee care resources
A cycle to work scheme
Season ticket loan
Discounts at venue concessions

Training and
development
At ExCeL, we help to maintain
and improve employee
development with a range of
opportunities, including training
courses, apprenticeships and
professional study.
ExCeL covers the cost of any relevant
professional memberships and offers
apprenticeships to anyone wishing to
develop their skills further.
E-learning is also available for staff
to undertake additional training
whenever they wish.

Recruiting locally
Each year, what happens at ExCeL generates
£4.5bn in economic impact for London and
supports 37,600 jobs. We, along with our
partners including the Aloft London ExCeL,
ExCeL London Hospitality (ELH), the Good
Hotel and Mount Anvil, are committed to
nurturing talent and providing opportunities
for local people.
– ExCeL employs a diverse team of 205 people,
across various disciplines.
– More than 42 per cent of our workforce live in East
London and we currently have two apprentices.
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Human rights
ExCeL agrees that
businesses have a
responsibility to respect
human rights and act
in accordance with
internationally applicable
standards and we ensure
that all staff, clients and
guests are not deprived
of their human rights
in any way through our
business processes.
We support the UK Modern
Slavery Act and the duty
is places on businesses to
disclose the steps that they
are taking to tackle the

Good Hotel
Located on the ExCeL campus, the Good Hotel’s
mantra is ‘Sleep Good, Do Good’, with the hotel’s
profits going to both local and international
education and training projects. The Good Hotel
London partners with Newham Workplace to
identify local long-term unemployed people,
struggling to find work. The Good Hotel offers
these people a chance to join the Good Training
programme, to boost their prospects, allowing
them to learn and earn at the same time. This
has resulted in over 90 local trainees and over 70
per cent of people finding work since 2017. The
Good Hotel also works with a number of socially
conscious partners including, SeaBin, who are
helping to clean London’s waterways, and OLIO
who collect surplus food and redistribute it to local
people, in need.

inhuman abuse or forced
labour and human trafficking.
We hold ourselves, our
service partners and our
supply chain accountable
and are confident that as
a responsible corporate
business we are fully
compliant with provisions
of the Act. We actively seek
to work with reputable
partners and suppliers who
embrace robust, fair and
ethical trading principles in
order to maximise the risk
of any activities that may be
linked to slavery and human
trafficking.

Working with partners on
the ExCeL London estate
ExCeL London Hospitality (ELH)
ELH are ExCeL’s exclusive partner for the delivery
of food and beverage, including hospitality and
retail concessions in our central boulevard. ELH
host quarterly local recruitment days, for between
30 and 50 people, each time. This has resulted in
up to 80 per cent of their workforce being recruited
locally. Looking ahead, they are increasing female
chefs by 10 per cent year-on-year and support
Women in Food initiatives. They will also be
introducing minimum guaranteed hours for all staff
who regularly work over 20 - 30 hours per week.

Mount Anvil
ExCeL’s partnership with
Mount Anvil is resulting in
new property developments
within our 100-acre estate.
Together, our workforce for
this development includes 14
Apprentices, 8 of which are
local residents and 40 per
cent local labour.
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Promoting and developing sustainable events is a joint
enterprise with our clients. The real-world impacts
of climate change are increasingly in the public
consciousness. Exhibitors, delegates and visitors are
therefore asking how the events they are attending are
reducing their impact on the environment.

We are willing to work with event
organisers to ensure the events they
put on at ExCeL have minimal impact
on the environment. Through our own
legacy programme, organisers have
an opportunity to leave their own
legacy, working with us to enhance
the environment and give back to the
community.
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A case in point:

Sibos 2019
The world’s premier financial
services event, in the world’s
leading financial services city…

11,000+ visitors — 600 speakers — 300 exhibitors — Delegates from 150 countries

Organised by (SWIFT) the Society for World
Interbank Financial Telecommunications, Sibos
is recognised globally as best-in-class in both
the financial and B2B events communities.
In 2019, for the first time, Sibos was hosted
in London at ExCeL. It was the biggest Sibos
event ever, with a record-breaking number of
delegates.
One of the key aims was to make Sibos 2019
the biggest ever, and attract more exhibitors
and more delegates, using London – one of the
world’s major financial centres and a hotbed of
innovation – as one way of achieving it
By blending conference and exhibition, SWIFT
sought to create a truly immersive experience,
drawing delegates through a diverse and
engaging environment. The conference
focussed around the theme of “Thriving in a
hyper-connected world”, through looking at
enhancing digital eco-systems, leveraging
data, keeping ahead of cyber-security threats

and adopting to shifting geo-political and
regulatory priorities.
Another integral aim of Sibos was to deliver an
environmentally and socially responsible event,
focussed around protecting the environment,
caring for the community and promoting
equality and diversity.
We worked with SWIFT on several initiatives to
help ensure this was the case.

A sustainable fintech showcase
This was a gathering of thousands
of people from a range of financial
institutions, market infrastructures,
multinational corporations and technology
partners – but with a difference.
There was a key focus on sustainability,
not just in the event’s content – where on

day four, the Spotlight stage examined
how the financial industry can help
the world address the huge challenges
of climate risk, financial exclusion,
safeguarding biodiversity and more – but
in its delivery, too.
SWIFT worked with ExCeL London to
deliver on its central corporate social
responsibility initiatives.
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Carbon offsetting:
Recognising that travel impacts our environment, SWIFT
provided oyster cards to all its delegates to encourage use
of ExCeL’s public transport links during the event to cut
carbon emissions. SWIFT also partnered with WeForest on a
tree planting campaign in Africa, to offset carbon emissions.
It also funded seven trees for every paying delegate, to
compensate for the travel of its employees to the event.

Repurposing stand waste:
SWIFT worked with Ecobooth to reduce exhibition stand
waste with the ‘Repurpose with Purpose’ campaign. The
team collected stand materials that exhibitors weren’t going
to reuse and, employing the latest recycling technology,
transform the materials into 100% recycled outdoor
furniture that will then be donated to East London schools
local ExCeL London.

Honeypot Children’s Charity:
SWIFT partnered with The Honeypot Children’s Charity
which provides respite breaks and support for young carers
and vulnerable children across the UK. Working with ExCeL
London’s caterers – who baked 800 cakes per day – Sibos
offered these cakes to delegates, and encouraged them to
donate/contribute towards this fantastic charity.

Buying in to ExCeL’s Legacy Programme:
SWIFT worked with ExCeL to donate furniture and home
accessories to Community Food Enterprise.
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“We could not have wished
for a better venue and better
hosts in London. It makes a
big difference to know there is
a team in place and on hand
to help with any questions we
have and deliver additional
value out of the event.
This was the biggest and most
ambitious Sibos event we’ve
ever hosted, and it was a great
success, with record breaking
numbers, Sibos remains the
place to be to shape financial
services into the future.”
Chantal Van Es
Head of Sibos

About ADNEC Group
ADNEC Group is an international venue
development and business management
company. ADNEC Group’s portfolio currently
includes the Abu Dhabi National Exhibition
Centre, the Gulf’s largest exhibition centre;
ExCeL London, the UK capital’s largest
conference and exhibition centre; the Al Ain
Convention Centre, a brand new development in
the historic city of Al Ain, Capital Gate, the UAE
capital’s iconic, gravity defying tower and a
number of hotel projects. In addition ADNEC is
master developer of the Capital Centre project,
the world’s first fully interconnected exhibition
lifestyle destination.
ADNEC Group is developing its network
both through acquisition and construction.
The company’s objective is to become
the world’s leading venue provider to the
international exhibitions, conferences and
live events industries by providing consistently
high standards of venue facilities, management
and client relationships, whilst capitalising on
the synergies which exist within a global
venue network.
ADNEC Group’s Executive Office is located in
Abu Dhabi, the capital city of the United Arab
Emirates.
www.adnec.ae

ExCeL London,
One Western Gateway,
Royal Victoria Dock,
London
E16 1XL
+44 (0)20 7069 5000
info@excel.london
www.excel.london/sustainability
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